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We deal with the star problem in trace monoids which means to decide whether the iteration of
a recognizable trace language is recognizable. We consider trace monoids Kn = {a1, b1}∗ × · · · ×
{an, bn}∗. Our main result asserts that the star problem is decidable in some trace monoid M iff it is
decidable in the biggest Kn submonoid inM. Consequently, future research on the star problem can
focus on the trace monoids Kn . We develop the main results of the paper for the finit power problem.
Then, we establish the link to the star problem by applying the recently shown decidability equivalence
between the star problem and the finit power problem (D. Kirsten and G. Richomme, 2001, Theory
Comput. Systems 34, 193–227). C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
We deal with the star problem in free, partially commutative monoids, also known as trace monoids.
The star problem was raised by Ochman´ski in 1984 [29]. It means to decide whether the iteration of a
recognizable trace language is recognizable. Due to a theorem by Richomme from 1994 [35] the star
problem is decidable in tracemonoidswhich do not contain a submonoid isomorphic to {a, b}∗×{c, d}∗.
It remains open in any other trace monoid. Recently, it turned out that the star problem for message
sequence charts can be reduced to the star problem in trace monoids, and vice versa [26].
In this paper, we show a new partial result: We deal with trace monoids of the formKn = {a1, b1}∗ ×
· · · × {an, bn}∗. We show that the decidability of the star problem in someKn implies its decidability in
any other trace monoid without a Kn+1 submonoid. Consequently, future research on the star problem
can focus on the trace monoids Kn .
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, we explain basic notations. In Section 2.2, we recall
trace monoids and state some related notions. In Section 2.4, we deal with the concept of recognizability
in general and particularly for trace monoids.
Section 3 is devoted to the star problem and the finit power problem. We give a historical survey
in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we state the main results of this paper and explain interactions with
previously known results. In Section 3.3, we try to evaluate our contribution and to point out open
questions which could be next research steps.
To keep Section 3 as a lucid survey, we give the main proof in Section 4: From Sections 4.1 to 4.3,
we reduce the star problem from some trace monoidM(A, D) to some trace monoidM(A, D′), where
(A, D) and (A, D′) differ in just one dependency. In Section 4.4, we apply this step inductively to reduce
the star problem in an arbitrary trace monoid to a trace monoid over a transitive dependency relation.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Generalities
LetN = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. For finit sets L , we denote by |L| the number of elements of L . If p belongs to
some set L , then we denote by p both the element p and the singleton set consisting of p. We denote by
the symbols ⊆ and ⊂ set inclusion and strict set inclusion, respectively. We denote by trD the transitive
closure of a binary relation D. For a mapping f , we denote by f −1 the inverse of f . We apply f and
f −1 to sets in the usual way.
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A monoid (M, ·M) is an algebraic structure consisting of a set and a binary associative operation ·M
with an identity element 1M. We usually denote the operation of a monoid by juxtaposition. We denote
byM both the set and the monoid. For instance, we denote by 2A the power set of some set A; but, we
also denote by 2A the monoid consisting of the power set 2A equipped with set union.
IfM1 andM2 are two monoids, we def ne their cartesian productM1 ×M2 as the cartesian product
of the underlying sets ofM1 andM2 equipped with the componentwise operation ofM1 andM2. We
extend this def nition in a natural way to more than two monoids.
We extend the monoid product to sets in the usual way. For L ⊆M and n ∈N, we def ne Ln+1 = Ln L
and L0 = {1M}. For n ≤ m ∈ N, we put Ln,...,m =
⋃
i∈{n,...,m} Li . Further, we let L+ =
⋃
i∈{1,2,...} Li
and L∗ = ⋃i∈{0,1,...} Li .
Amappingh :M1 →M2 is called ahomomorphism if for any p, q ∈M1 wehaveh(p)h(q) = h(pq).
Note that there are homomorphisms h :M1 →M2 such that h(1M1) = 1M2. However, if h is a surjective
homomorphism, then we have h(1M1) = 1M2. Further, if 1M2 is the only idempotent element inM2 (as
in trace monoids, below), then we have h(1M1) = 1M2 regardless of whether h is surjective.
Let L be a subset of some monoidM. The set L has the finite power property (for short FPP) if there
is some n ∈ N such that L∗ = L0,...,n . LetM′ be a monoid and let h : M → M′ be a homomorphism.
If L has the FPP, then h(L) has the FPP. If h is injective, then L has the FPP iff h(L) has the FPP.
2.2. Free Monoids and Trace Monoids
We recall well-known basic notions which occur in many publications concerning trace theory.
By an alphabet, we mean a f nite set of letters. We denote the free monoid over an alphabet A by A∗.
Its identity is the empty word ε. We call the subsets of free monoids languages. We def ne the length
of words as the homomorphism ‖ : A∗ → (N, +) which is uniquely def ned by |a| = 1 for a ∈ A. For
every b ∈ A, we def ne the homomorphism ‖b : A∗ → (N, +) by |b|b = 1 and |a|b = 0 for a = b. We
def ne the alphabet of a word as the unique homomorphism α : A∗ → 2A with α(a) = {a} for a ∈ A.
Cartier and Foata introduced the concept of the free partially commutative monoids in 1969 [2]. In
1977, Mazurkiewicz considered this concept as a potential model for concurrent systems [21]. Since
then, free partially commutative monoids have been examined by both mathematicians and theoretical
computer scientists [5, 6]. Recently, results and techniques from trace theory turned out to be useful in
the framework of message sequence charts.
Let A be an alphabet. We call a binary relation D over A a dependence relation if D is ref exive and
symmetric. For every pair of letters a, b ∈ A with aDb, we say that a and b are dependent; otherwise
a and b are independent. We call the pair (A, D) a dependence alphabet. We call two words u, v ∈ A∗
equivalent with respect to D if we can transform u into v by f nitely many exchanges of independent
adjacent letters; we denote this by u ∼D v. For instance, if a and c are independent letters, baacbac,
bacabac, and bcaabca are mutually equivalent words.
The relation ∼D is a congruence relation. More precisely, ∼D is the congruence induced by the
equations ab = ba for every pair of independent letters a, b ∈ A. We call the congruence classes of
∼D traces. We denote the factorization A∗/∼D byM(A, D) and call it the trace monoid over (A, D). We
call subsets ofM(A, D) trace languages, or for short languages. We denote by [ ]D , or for short [ ], the
canonical homomorphism from A∗ toM(A, D). We denote by [ ]−1D or [ ]−1 its inverse.
Let u, v ∈ A∗ with u ∼D v; i.e., [u]D = [v]D . We have |u| = |v|, α(u) = α(v), and |u|a = |v|a for
a ∈ A. Hence, we can def ne these three homomorphisms for trace monoids. We call two traces s, t
independent if (α(s) × α(t)) ∩ D = ∅.
Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet and let B ⊆ A. We denote the dependence alphabet (B, D ∩
(B × B)) by (B, D). Then, we say that (B, D) is a subalphabet of (A, D). For letters a, b ∈ A, we
denote by πa,b :M(A, D) →M({a, b}, D) the projection.
If D = A × A, thenM(A, D) is (isomorphic to) the free monoid A∗.
Now, let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet with a transitive dependence relation D; i.e., let D be an
equivalence relation.The tracemonoidM(A, D) is isomorphic to the cartesian product A∗1×A∗2×· · ·×A∗n
(equippedwith componentwise concatenation), where A1, . . . , An are the equivalence classes of D in A.
Let (A, D) and (A′, D′) be two disjoint dependence alphabets. Their union (A ∪ A′, D ∪ D′) is a
dependence alphabet andM(A ∪ A′, D ∪ D′) is isomorphic toM(A, D) ×M(A′, D′). Consequently,
cartesian products of trace monoids are (isomorphic to) trace monoids.
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The notion of connectivity plays a key role in trace theory, particularly in the research on the star
problem. We call a dependence alphabet (A, D) connected if the graph consisting of the vertices A and
the edges D is connected. Thus, (A, D) is connected iff we cannot split A into two nonempty, mutually
disjoint subsets A1 and A2 with (A1 × A2) ∩ D = ∅. We call a trace t ∈ M(A, D) connected if the
dependence alphabet (α(t), D ∩ α(t)× α(t)) is connected. Consequently, t is not connected iff there
are nonempty, independent traces t1, t2 with t = t1t2. We call a trace language L connected if every
trace in L is connected.
Pighizzini introduced the notion of restrictions [33, 34]: Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet and
let B ⊆ A. For a language L ⊆M(A, D), we def ne
L⊆B = {t ∈ L | α(t) ⊆ B} L=B = {t ∈ L | α(t) = B}.
We abbreviate (L∗)⊆B = (L⊆B)∗ by L∗⊆B . However, (L∗)=B and (L=B)∗ are not necessarily equal, e.g.,
if B = L = A and |A| ≥ 2, then (A∗)=A = (A=A)∗ = ∅∗.
The following lemma is of crucial importance in trace theory [5, 6]:
LEMMA 2.1 (Levi’s lemma). Let M(A, D) be a trace monoid, let m, n ∈ N, and let x1, . . . , xn,
y1, . . . , ym ∈M(A, D) such that we have x1 . . . xn = y1 . . . ym. There are unique traces z1,1, . . . , zm,n ∈
M(A, D) with the following properties:
x1 x2 · · · xk · · · xl · · · xn
y1 z1,1 z1,2 · · · z1,k · · · z1,l · · · z1,n
y2 z2,1 z2,2 · · · z2,k · · · z2,l · · · z2,n
.
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yi zi,1 zi,2 · · · zi,k · · · zi,l · · · zi,n
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y j z j,1 z j,2 · · · z j,k · · · z j,l · · · z j,n
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ym zm,1 zm,2 · · · zm,k · · · zm,l · · · zm,n
• For i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we have yi = zi,1zi,2 . . . zi,n.
• For k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have xk = z1,k z2,k . . . zm,k .
• For i < j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and k < l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the traces zi,l and z j,k are independent; i.e.,
α(zi,l)× α(z j,k) ∩ D = ∅.
2.3. Submonoids and Subalphabets
Let n > 0. The Kn-alphabet is def ned as the dependence alphabet (A, D) where A = {a1, b1, . . . ,
an, bn} and D is the ref exive, symmetric closure of the relation {(ai , bi ) | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}.
We def ne up to isomorphism Kn = {a1, b1}∗ × {a2, b2}∗ × · · · × {an, bn}∗. We def ne K0 as the
trivial monoid. The trace monoid K2 is well-known in trace theory as C4. Further, the trace monoid
{a1, b1}∗ × {a2}∗ is usually called P3.
If a dependence alphabet (A, D) contains aKn subalphabet, thenM(A, D) contains aKn submonoid.
However, if M(A, D) contains a Kn submonoid, does (A, D) necessarily contain a Kn-subalphabet?
Of course, we consider containment of subalphabets up to isomorphism, i.e., containment up to some
dependence preserving letter renaming.
To answer this question, we use two easy lemmas: Let w = ε be some word in a free monoid. The
primitive root of w is the shortest word t with w ∈ t∗. The word w is primitive if the primitive root of
w is w itself. Every nonempty word has a unique root. Two words u and v commute if uv = vu. The
next lemma is widely known in combinatorics; see, e.g., [32, Proposition 1.3.2].
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be an alphabet and let w ∈ A+. The set of words which commute with w is a
submonoid of A∗. This submonoid is generated by the primitive root of w.
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Let u, v ∈ A∗, w ∈ A+ and assume uw = wu and wv = vw. By Lemma 2.2, the words u, w,
and v are powers of the primitive root of w, and thus, uv = vu. Consequently, commutation on a free
semigroup is an equivalence relation.
The next lemma is well-known in trace theory [5].
LEMMA 2.3. Let M(A, D) be a trace monoid, and let s, t ∈ M(A, D). We have s = t iff for every
pair aDb in A we have πa,b(s) = πa,b(t).
Now, we can show the following equivalence:
LEMMA 2.4. Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet and let n > 0. The trace monoidM(A, D) contains
a Kn submonoid iff (A, D) contains a Kn subalphabet.
Proof. If (A, D) contains a Kn subalphabet, then the letters of this Kn subalphabet generate a Kn
submonoid inM(A, D).
Conversely, assume thatM(A, D) contains aKn submonoid. Moreover, let h : Kn →M(A, D) be an
injective homomorphism and denote h(a1), . . . , h(an) and h(b1), . . . , h(bn) by s1, . . . , sn and t1, . . . , tn ,
respectively.
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Because si ti = ti si , we have by Lemma 2.3 two letters ci , di ∈ A with ci Ddi
such that
πci ,di (si )πci ,di (ti ) = πci ,di (si ti ) = πci ,di (ti si ) = πci ,di (ti )πci ,di (si ).
Then, both πci ,di (si ) and πci ,di (ti ) are nonempty and ci = di .
We show that these letters ci and di for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} form a Kn subalphabet in (A, D).
At f rst, we show that neither ci nor di belongs to s j or t j for i = j . By contradiction, let us assume
that ci ∈ α(s j ) for some j = i . Then, πci ,di (s j ) is nonempty. Because si and s j commute, πci ,di (si ) and
πci ,di (s j ) commute. Further, πci ,di (s j ) and πci ,di (ti ) commute. Thus, πci ,di (si ) and πci ,di (ti ) commute
which is a contradiction. Hence, ci /∈ α(s j ), and similarly ci /∈ α(t j ), di /∈ α(s j ), and di /∈ α(t j ) for
i = j . Consequently, the above choice of ci and di for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} yields mutually distinct letters.
We already know ci Ddi . It remains to show ci I c j , ci I d j , and di I d j for i = j . By contradiction, let
i = j and ci Dd j . We have ci ∈ α(si ) ∪ α(ti ) and d j ∈ α(s j ) ∪ α(t j ). Let us assume that ci ∈ α(si ) and
d j ∈ α(t j ); i.e., both πci ,d j (si ) and πci ,d j (t j ) are nonempty. Because si and t j commute, πci ,d j (si ) and
πci ,d j (t j ) commute; i.e., πci ,d j (si ) and πci ,d j (t j ) have the same primitive root. Both ci and d j belong to
this common primitive root. Thus, we have ci ∈ α(t j ), which is a contradiction.
Similarly, we can show ci I c j and di I d j for i = j .
Lemma 2.4 allows us to use the phrases “M(A, D) contains a Kn submonoid” and “(A, D) contains
a Kn subalphabet” as synonyms.
EXAMPLE 2.5. Lemma 2.4 cannot be generalized to arbitrary dependence alphabets. For example,
let A = {a, b, c} and B = {a, b}. The free trace monoidM(A, A × A) is a submonoid ofM(B, B × B)
although the dependence alphabet (A, A × A) is not a subalphabet of (B, B × B).
2.4. Recognizable Languages
Mezei and Wright introduced the notion of recognizable sets in 1967 [25]. See [1, 9] for more
information. Let M be a monoid. We call a triple A = [Q, h, F] consisting of a f nite monoid Q, a
homomorphism h :M→ Q, and a subset F ⊆ Q anM-automaton, or simply automaton. We call the
set h−1(F) the language (or set) of the automatonA and denote it by L(A). We call some subset L ⊆M
recognizable overM if there exists anM-automaton A such that L = L(A). Then, we also say that A
recognizes L orA is an automaton for L .We denote the class of all recognizable sets overM byREC(M).
Below, some of the algebraic proofs will be simpler if h is a surjection from M to Q. If h is not a
surjection, then we can transform [Q, h, F] into theM-automaton [h(M), h, F ∩ h(M)] which def nes
the same set as [Q, h, F]. Consequently, we can assume that h is a surjection.
Let M(A, D) be a trace monoid, and let A= [Q, h, F] be an M(A, D)-automaton. We call A
monoalphabetic if for any traces s, t ∈ M(A, D), h(s)= h(t) implies α(s)= α(t). For every au-
tomaton A= [Q, h, F], the automaton A′ = [Q × 2A, h × α,F × 2A] with (h × α)(t)= (h(t), α(t))
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is monoalphabetic and we have L(A)= L(A′). As above, we can transform A′ into a monoalphabetic
automaton with a surjective homomorphism which def nes the same language.
IfA = [Q, h, F] is monoalphabetic and h is surjective, thenwe def ne a homomorphism α : Q → 2A
by setting α(q) = α(t) for every q ∈ Q and any t ∈ h−1(q).
In any monoidM, the empty set andM itself are recognizable. The family REC(M) is closed under
union, intersection, and complement. Moreover, if M and M′ are two monoids and g : M → M′ is a
homomorphism, then we have the following properties:
1. For every set L ′ ∈ REC(M′), we have g−1(L ′) ∈ REC(M).
2. If g is surjective and L ′ ⊆M′, then g−1(L ′) ∈ REC(M) iff L ′ ∈ REC(M′).
The study of recognizable trace languages is a central part in trace theory [5, 28]. Every f nite trace
language is recognizable. Since the homomorphism [ ] is surjective, a trace language L is recognizable
iff [L]−1 is recognizable. Fliess [10] and Cori and Perrin [4] showed that the concatenation of two
recognizable trace languages yields a recognizable trace language. Recognizable trace languages are
not closed under iteration. Consider the trace monoid a∗ × b∗. The iteration of the singleton language
{(a, b)} yields {(an, bn) | n ∈ N} which is not recognizable, because its inverse image {w | |w|a =
|w|b} ⊆ {a, b}∗ is not recognizable. However, the iteration of a connected recognizable trace language
always yields a recognizable trace language [3, 22, 29].
Let M(A, D) be a trace monoid. Ochman´ski showed that REC(M(A, D)) is the least class which
contains every f nite subset of M(A, D) and is closed under union, concatenation, and iteration of
connected languages [28, 29].
This characterization gives an immediate proof of another useful closure property which was orig-
inally shown by Duboc: Let M and M′ be two trace monoids, and let g : M → M′ be a connected
homomorphism; i.e., g(t) is connected for connected traces t . Then, for every recognizable language
L ⊆M, the image g(L) is recognizable [7, 8, 28]. If g is connected and injective, then g(L) ∈ REC(M′)
is recognizable iff g−1(g(L)) = L ∈ REC(M).
The restrictions L=B and L⊆B preserve recognizability [18, 33, 34].
Note that every closure property which we mention is effective, i.e., we can construct automata for
the desired sets.
3. THE STAR PROBLEM AND THE FPP
3.1. A Historical Survey
The star problem was raised by Ochman´ski in 1984 [29]. It means to decide whether, for a
recognizable trace language L , the iteration L∗ is recognizable. Recently, it turned out that the star
problem for message sequence charts is equivalent to the star problem for trace monoids [26].
The f nite power problem means to decide whether a recognizable trace language L has the f nite
power property; i.e., it means to decide whether there is some n ∈ N such that L∗ = L0,...,n . It was
raised for the f rst time just for free monoids by Brzozowski in 1966. In 1990, Ochman´ski considered
the f nite power problem in trace monoids [31]. We abbreviate both the terms finite power problem and
finite power property by FPP.
We say that the star problem (resp. FPP) is decidable in some trace monoidM(A, D) if it is decidable
for recognizable languages over M(A, D). To say that the star problem (resp. FPP) is decidable for
a class of recognizable languages over M(A, D) with some certain property, we say, e.g., that it is
decidable for L ∈ REC(M(A, D)) with L ⊆M(A, D)=A.
We can raise the star problem in a stronger way. We can additionally ask for an effective construction
for an automaton for L∗ from an automaton for L , provided that L∗ is recognizable. However, Diekert
and Me´tivier showed that the question for an automaton for L∗ is equivalent to the question whether L∗
is recognizable [5].
A similar question for the FPP is obvious: If we can decide whether an integer n with L∗ = L0,...,n
does exist, we can determine n by successively checking for increasing integers i whether
L0,...,i = L0,...,i+1.
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Although for the past 18 years many papers have dealt with the star problem and the FPP, only
partial results have been achieved. The star problem in free monoids is trivial due to Kleene’s theorem
from 1956, and it is decidable in free commutative monoids due to Ginsburg and Spanier [12, 13].
The FPP in free monoids remained open for more than ten years until Simon [38] and Hashiguchi [14]
independently showed its decidability after preliminary work by Linna [19].
In the eighties, Ochman´ski [29], Clerbout and Latteux [3], and Me´tivier [22] independently proved
that the iteration of a connected recognizable trace language yields a recognizable trace language.
In 1990, Sakarovitch showed as a conclusion from a more general result the decidability of the star
problem in trace monoids without a P3 submonoid [36, 37]. It was conjectured that the star problem is
undecidable in P3. However, in the same year, Gastin et al., proved the decidability of the star problem
in P3 [11].
In 1993, Pighizzini proved that for any recognizable trace language L , the iteration L∗ is recognizable
iff the language consisting of the nonconnected traces from L∗ is recognizable [33].
In 1994, Me´tivier and Richomme showed the decidability of the FPP for connected recognizable
trace languages and the decidability of the star problem for particular cases of f nite trace languages
[23, 24]. In 1994, Richomme combined and improved various approaches and proved the following
theorem [18, 35]:
THEOREM 3.1. LetM be a trace monoid. If M does not contain a C4 submonoid, then both the star
problem and the FPP are decidable inM.
He also showed the following reduction [18, 35]:
THEOREM 3.2. Let (A, D) be a connected dependence alphabet. To show the decidability of the star
problem inM(A, D), it suffices to show its decidability inM(B, D) for every strict subset B ⊂ A.
The subsequent years were designated by stagnation. The star problem and the FPP were given up
and research ceased.
In 1999, Kirsten showed a crucial connection between the star problem and the FPP [16–18]. In
combination with earlier results of Richomme, we proved the following theorem [18]:
THEOREM 3.3. The trace monoids with a decidable star problem are exactly the trace monoids with
a decidable FPP.
In [18], Kirsten and Richomme give a comprehensive presentation of an approach which is based on
induction steps on dependence alphabets. In the present paper, we need two more results from [18]:
THEOREM 3.4. Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet and let b ∈ A. If the star problem is decidable
inM(A, D), then it is also decidable inM(A, D) × b∗.
By Theorem 3.3 the same assertion holds for the FPP. In fact, a weaker version of Theorem 3.4
already occurred in [35]. However, in [35], Richomme had to assume that both the star problem and the
FPP are decidable inM(A, D), because Theorem 3.3 was not known.
The following theorem is a conclusion from implicit results in [18].
THEOREM 3.5. Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet. If the FPP is decidable
1. for L ∈ REC(M(A, D)) with L ⊆ (M(A, D))=A and
2. for L ∈ REC(M(B, D)) for every strict B ⊂ A,
then the FPP is decidable inM(A, D).
Proof. We derive the theorem from results in [18]. The underlying ideas originate from Pighizzini
[34]. Let L ⊆ M(A, D) be recognizable. There is a language Z ⊆ M(A, D)=A with the following
properties:
• Z∗ = (L∗)=A [18, Lemma 5]
• If for every strict B ⊂ A the language L∗⊆B is recognizable, then Z is recognizable. In this
case, we can effectively construct an automaton for Z from an automaton for L [18, Fact 5.11].
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• The language L has the FPP iff for every strict B ⊂ A, the language L⊆B has the FPP and Z
has the FPP [18, Lemma 5.13].
Then, we decide whether L has the FPP as follows: At f rst, we check by (2) whether for every strict
B ⊂ A, the language L⊆B has the FPP. If this is not the case, L cannot have the FPP. Otherwise, we
know that L∗⊆B is recognizable for every strict B ⊆ A; i.e., Z is recognizable, and we can check by (1)
whether Z has the FPP.
3.2. Main Results
In this section, we state the main results and show interactions between earlier results. At f rst, we
reduce the FPP for a particular class of languages in arbitrary trace monoids to the FPP in trace monoids
over transitive dependencies.
THEOREM 4.13. Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet. If the FPP is decidable for languages
L ∈ REC(M(A, trD)) with L ⊆ M(A, trD)=A, then the FPP is also decidable for languages L ∈
REC(M(A, D)) with L ⊆M(A, D)=A.
We will prove this result in Section 4. Now, we reduce the FPP from trace monoids over transitive
dependence relations to some Kn .
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet, and let D be transitive. Let n be the number
of nonsingleton components of (A, D). If the FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(Kn), then the FPP is
decidable for L ∈ REC(M(A, D)).
If M(A, D) is totally commutative, then we have n = 0. The FPP is decidable in both the trivial
monoid K0 andM(A, D).
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Since D is transitive,M(A, D) is isomorphic to A∗1 × · · · × A∗n × b∗1 ×
· · · × b∗m where A1, . . . , An are the nonsingleton equivalence classes of D and b1, . . . , bm ∈ A (m ∈ N)
are the singleton equivalence classes.
Thus, we show the decidability of the FPP in A∗1×· · ·× A∗n ×b∗1 ×· · ·×b∗m . By applying Theorem 3.4
m times, it suff ces to show the decidability of the FPP in A∗1 × · · · × A∗n .
Thereto, we need a connected, injective homomorphism h : A∗1×· · · × A∗n → Kn . Such homomor-
phisms preserve the FPP, and the closure of recognizable trace languages under connected homomor-
phisms is effective. Clearly, h can be constructed from injective homomorphisms hi : A∗i → {ai , bi }∗
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
From Theorem 4.13, Proposition 3.6, and some classic results from Section 3.1, we easily deduce
the main result of the present paper:
THEOREM 3.7. Let n ≥ 1. If the star problem is decidable in Kn, then the star problem is decidable
in every trace monoid without a submonoid Kn+1.
Proof. By the decidability equivalence between the star problem and the FPP (Theorem 3.3), we
can prove Theorem 3.7 by showing the same reduction for the FPP. Let
C = {(A, D) |M(A, D) does not contain a Kn+1 submonoid}.
We show by an induction on dependence alphabets that the FPP is decidable in M(A, D) for every
(A, D) ∈ C. Let (A, D) ∈ C be arbitrary.
If |A| = 1, then the FPP is decidable [14, 19, 38].
Let |A| > 1. At f rst, we note that every strict subalphabet of (A, D) belongs to C. Hence, by the
inductive hypothesis, the FPP is decidable inM(B, D) for every strict B ⊂ A.
By Theorem 3.5, it suff ces to show the decidability of the FPP for languages L ∈ REC(M(A, D))
with L ⊆ M(A, D)=A. By Theorem 4.13, it suff ces to show the decidability of the FPP for L ∈
REC(M(A, trD)) with L ⊆ M(A, D)=A. By Proposition 3.6, it suff ces to show the decidability of the
FPP in Kk , where k is the number of nonsingleton components of (A, trD); i.e., k is the number of
nonsingleton components of (A, D).
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By choosing two dependent letters from each nonsingleton component, we easily locate a Kk sub-
monoid in M(A, D). There is no Kn+1 submonoid in M(A, D). Hence, k ≤ n, and thus the FPP is
decidable in Kk .
To illustrate Theorem 3.7, we state two corollaries:
COROLLARY 3.8. To show the decidability of the star problem in some trace monoidM, it suffices to
show its decidability in the biggest Kn submonoid of M.
COROLLARY 3.9. Exactly one of the following assertions is true:
1. The star problem is decidable in every trace monoid.
2. There is some n > 1 such that the trace monoids with a decidable star problem are exactly the
trace monoids without a Kn submonoid.
3.3. Conclusions and Open Problems
The main conclusion from Theorem 3.7 is that future research on the star problem and the FPP can
focus on the monoids Kn .
Corollary 3.8 strictly subsumes the previously known reduction steps in Theorems 3.2 and 3.4.
If we set n = 1 in Theorem 3.7 then we obtain Theorem 3.1. due to G. Richomme as a particular case
of Theorem 3.7.
There is another well-known decision problem in trace theory: the code problem. In contrast to the
star problem, there are trace monoids for which the code problem is known to be undecidable. For the
code problem, the border between decidability and undecidability follows (as far as known) a rather
mysterious way [15, 20, 27]. By Corollary 3.9, we know that this is not the case for the star problem.
This paper gives an application of the recently shown decidability equivalence between the star
problem and the FPP. The encouraged reader is invited to prove Theorem3.7without using Theorem3.3.
Despite this progress, several interesting questions remain open. The decidability of the star problem
in the monoids Kn and in particular in C4 is still not known. Further, we do not know whether the star
problem in any trace monoid with a C4 submonoid is equivalent to the star problem in C4.
Another question is whether one can showTheorems 3.7 and 4.13 for subclasses of recognizable trace
languages, e.g., for aperiodic languages. However, the proof of Theorem 4.13 applies a homomorphism
which preserves recognizability but it does not preserve aperiodicity (cf. Remark 4.9, p. 13). The research
on the star problem and the FPP for subclasses of recognizable languages is a less developed area; e.g.,
it is not clear whether Theorem 3.3 holds for aperiodic trace languages.
4. REDUCTION TO TRANSITIVE DEPENDENCIES
In this section, we prove Theorem 4.13; i.e., we reduce the FPP from an arbitrary trace monoid
M(A, D) to the trace monoid M(A, trD) for recognizable languages L ⊆ (M(A, D)=A). To avoid
technical details, we proceed by induction on dependence relations.
4.1. A Little Bit of Transitivity
Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet, and let a, b, c ∈ A be letters with aDb, bDc, but¬aDc. Then,
a, b, and c are mutually distinct. We add “a little bit transitivity” by def ning D′ = D ∪ {(a, c), (c, a)}.
We abbreviateM =M(A, D) andM′ =M(A, D′).
We show the following reduction in this section:
PROPOSITION 4.1.
1. If the FPP is decidable for languages L ∈ REC(M′) with L ⊆M′b, then the FPP is decidable
for L ∈ REC(M) with L ⊆M b.
2. If the FPP is decidable for L ∈REC(M′) with L ⊆M′=Ab, then the FPP is decidable for
L ∈ REC(M) with L ⊆M=A b.
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We consider the canonical homomorphism [[ ]] :M′ →Mwhich is induced by the identity on letters.
For a language L ⊆ M′, [[[[L]]−1 is the closure of L under commutation of a and c. Thus, we have
L = [[[[L]]−1 iff L is closed under commutation of a and c. Below, we will show that every language
L ⊆Mb has the FPP iff [[L]]−1 ⊆M′ has the FPP. For this, we need a rather technical lemma:
LEMMA 4.2. Let K ⊆M′b, L ⊆M′ with K = [[[[K ]]]]−1 and L = [[[[L]]]]−1.
1. K L = [[[[K L]]]]−1,
2. K k = [[[[K k]]]]−1, K 0,...,k = [[[[K 0,...,k]]]]−1, for k ∈ N, and
3. K ∗ = [[[[K ∗]]]]−1.
Proving this lemma is easy: To show (1), we have to show that K L is closed under commutation of
a’s and c’s. Let t ∈ K L . There are rb ∈ K and s ∈ L with rbs = t . If we transform t into some trace
t ′ by commuting consecutive a’s and c’s, then we cannot commute beyond the b between r and s, i.e.,
we commute inside r and inside s. Hence, we have t ′ = r ′bs ′ where we obtained r ′ and s ′ from r and
s, resp., by commuting consecutive a’s and c’s. Thus, we have r ′b ∈ K , s ′ ∈ L , and t ′ = r ′bs ′ ∈ K L .
We give a formal precise proof based on this observation using Levi’s lemma:
Proof of Lemma 4.2. (1) To show K L = [[[[K L]]]]−1, we have to show that for every t ∈ K L and
t ′ ∈M′ with [[t]] = [[t ′]], we have t ′ ∈ K L . If [[t]] = [[t ′]], then we can transform t into t ′ by exchanges
of adjacent a’s and c’s. Hence, we can assume that t = xacy and t ′ = xcay (t = xcay and t ′ = xacy,
resp.) for traces x, y ∈M′. Then, the claim follows by an induction. By symmetry we may assume that
t = xacy and t ′ = xcay. We can factorize t = rbs for some r with rb ∈ K and s ∈ L . Now, we apply
Levi’s lemma to the equation xacy = t = rbs.
x a c y
r z1,1 z1,2 z1,3 z1,4
b z2,1 z2,2 z2,3 z2,4
s z3,1 z3,2 z3,3 z3,4
We have a = z1,2z2,2z3,2; i.e., z2,2 = a or z2,2 = ε. We also have b = z2,1z2,2z2,3z2,4, i.e., z2,2 = b
or z2,2 = ε. Thus, we have z2,2 = ε, and similarly, z2,3 = ε. Furthermore, we have either z2,1 = b or
z2,4 = b. We distinguish these two cases.
Case a. Let z2,1 = b. Then, z2,4 = ε. We have z1,2 = a or z1,2 = ε. By Levi’s lemma, we have
α(z1,2) × α(z2,1) ∩ D′ = ∅. Since z2,1 = b and a D′ b, we conclude z1,2 = ε, and thus, z3,2 = a.
Similarly, we obtain z1,3 = ε and z3,3 = c.
x a c y
r z1,1 ε ε z1,4
b b ε ε ε
s z3,1 a c z3,4
Let s ′ = z3,1caz3,4. Then, [[s]] = [[s ′]]. Because s ∈ L = [[[[L]]]]−1, we have s ′ ∈ L . We apply the
independences due to Levi’s lemma:
K L  rbs ′ = z1,1z1,4bz3,1caz3,4 = z1,1bz3,1caz1,4z3,4 = xcay = t ′.
Case b. Let z2,4 = b. Similar to Case a, we conclude:
x a c y
r z1,1 a c z1,4
b ε ε ε b
s z3,1 ε ε z3,4
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We set r ′ = z1,1caz1,4, and we have r ′b ∈ K by [[rb]] = [[r ′b]]. Then, we obtain
K L  r ′bs = z1,1caz1,4bz3,1z3,4 = z1,1z3,1caz1,4bz3,4 = xcay = t ′.
The cases t = xcay and t ′ = xacy follow by symmetry.
(2), (3) We show K k = [[[[K k]]]]−1. For k ≤ 1 the claim is obvious. Assume it is true for some k ≥ 1.
Then, we apply (1) with L = K k :
K k+1 = K K k = [[[[K K k]]]]−1 = [[[[K k+1]]]]−1.
We easily obtain K 0,...,k = [[[[K 0,...k]]]]−1 and K ∗ = [[[[K ∗]]]]−1 by the previous claim and the fact
that for arbitrary languages K , L ∈ M′ with K = [[[[K ]]]]−1 and L = [[[[L]]]]−1, we have K ∪ L =
[[[[K ∪ L]]]]−1.
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let K = {a} and L = {c}. We have a = [[[[a]]]]−1 and c = [[[[c]]]]−1, but K L =
{ac} = {ac, ca} = [[[[K L]]]]−1. Consequently, the assumption that every trace in K has a trailing b
must not be dropped.
LEMMA 4.4. Let L ⊆M b. The language L has the FPP iff [[L]]−1 has the FPP.
Proof. At f rst, note that L = [[[[L]]−1]].
. . . ⇐ . . . Homomorphisms preserve the FPP; i.e., [[[[L]]−1]] = L has the FPP.
. . . ⇒ . . . Choose some k ∈ N with L∗ = L0,...,k . By L = [[[[L]]−1]], we have [[[[L]]−1]]∗ =
[[[[L]]−1]]0,...,k . Because [[ ]] is a homomorphism, we obtain [[([[L]]−1)∗]] = [[([[L]]−1)0,...,k]]. We apply
[[ ]]−1 to both sides and use Lemma 4.2 with [[L]]−1 as K . We obtain ([[L]]−1)∗ = ([[L]]−1)0,...,k ; i.e.,
[[L]]−1 has the FPP.
Now, it is quite easy to prove Proposition 4.1:
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let L ⊆ M b (resp. L ⊆ M=Ab) be recognized by the automaton
[Q, h, F]. Then, the language [[L]]−1 ⊆M′b (resp. [[L]]−1 ⊆M′=Ab) is recognized by [Q, h ◦ [[ ]], F].
By Lemma 4.4, we can decide whether L has the FPP by deciding whether [[L]]−1 has the FPP. This is
decidable by the assumption.
4.2. On Trailing b’s
This section is devoted to the proof of the following reduction:
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (A, D) be some dependence alphabet, let b ∈ A, and denoteM(A, D) byM.
If the FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(M)with L ⊆M=Ab, then the FPP is also decidable for languages
L ∈ REC(M) with L ⊆M=AbM=A.
To obtain a slightly more general result, we do not assume thatM and b in Proposition 4.5 are still
the trace monoid and the letter from the beginning of Section 4.
In the previous section, we showed in Proposition 4.1 two assertions which differed just in the
condition L ⊆Mb resp. L ⊆M=Ab. Here, we crucially use the assumption L ⊆M=Ab; i.e., we cannot
replaceM=A byM in Proposition 4.5.
Assume that there is no letter a ∈ A\b with aDb. Then, Proposition 4.5 is obvious, because L ⊆
M=AbM=A implies L ⊆M=Ab. Hence, we assume that there is some letter a ∈ A\b with aDb.
We transform a given recognizable language L ⊆ M=AbM=A into a recognizable language L ′ ⊆
M=Ab such that L ′ has the FPP iff L has the FPP. This transformation will be effective; i.e., we give a
construction for an automaton A′ for L ′ from an automaton A for L .
Let L ⊆ M=AbM=A be a language, and let A = [Q, h, F] be a monoalphabetic automaton with
L = L(A) for the rest of this section. Let h be surjective.
We consider the submonoid of M which is generated by (A\b) ∪ b|Q|+1. The mapping g : A →
[(A\b) ∪ b|Q|+1]∗D def ned by
g(a) = a for a ∈ A\b, and g(b) = b|Q|+1
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induces an isomorphism fromM to [A\b ∪ b|Q|+1]∗D which we also denote by g. We can also regard
g as an injective embedding of M into itself. Moreover, g is a connected homomorphism, because
α(t) = α(g(t)) for t ∈M. Hence, g preserves recognizability (cf. Section 2.4).
LEMMA 4.6. The language L ⊆M has the FPP iff g(L) has the FPP.
Proof. As mentioned above, g is injective.
In the rest of this section, we deal with g(L). Let # : Q →{1, . . . , |Q|} be some injective mapping;
i.e., let # be some enumeration of Q. For q ∈ Q, we denote #(q) by #q .
Now, we def ne three languages L1, L2, and T . Later, the language (L1L2 ∪ bT b) plays the role of
the language L ′ which we mentioned above. We def ne:
L1 =
⋃
m,p∈Q, α(p)=A, m h(b) p∈F
b|Q|+1−#m g(h−1(p))
L2 =
⋃
q∈Q, α(q)=A
g(h−1(q))b#q .
At f rst, note that L1 ⊆ bM=A ⊆M=A and L2 ⊆M=Ab ⊆M=A.
We can effectively construct automata for L1 and L2 from A. We consider L1. If A is effectively
given, then we can determine the f nite list of pairs m, p ∈ Q with the desired properties. Then,
[Q, h, {p}] is an automaton for h−1(p). Because the closureship of recognizable trace languages under
connected homomorphisms is effective, we can construct an automaton for g(h−1(p)). Furthermore,
we can construct automata for b|Q|+1−#m g(h−1(p)), and by the effective closureship under union, we
obtain an automaton for L1. For L2, the construction is similar.
Let a ∈ A be a letter with aDb. Let πa,b :M→ {a, b}∗ be the projection. We def ne
T = π−1a,b
({a, b}∗a{b|Q|+1}∗b1,...,|Q|a{a, b}∗) ∩M=A;
i.e., a trace t ∈M=A belongs to T iff πa,b(t) contains some subword ab+a whose number of b’s is not a
multiple of |Q| + 1. It is an easy but tedious exercise to construct an automaton for T . The next lemma
shows some crucial connections between g(L), L1, L2, and T .
LEMMA 4.7. We have
1. g(M) ∩ T = ∅, (and hence, g(L) ∩ T = ∅),
2. L2L1 ⊆ g(L) ∪ T,
3. L2L1\T = g(L), and
4. M T M = T .
Proof. (1) Note that πa,b(g(M)) is the free monoid over {a, b|Q|+1} and consider the def nition
of T .
(2) Let s ∈ L2 and t ∈ L1. We have st ∈ M=A. By the def nition of L1 and L2, there are q, m,
p ∈ Q with α(p) = α(q) = A, mh(b)p ∈ F such that s ∈ g(h−1(q))b#q and t ∈ b|Q|+1−#m g(h−1(p)).
We consider two cases:
Case a. Let m = q . We show st ∈ g(L). By m = q, we have
st ∈ g(h−1(m)) b#m b|Q|+1−#m g(h−1(p))
= g(h−1(m)) g(b) g(h−1(p))
= g(h−1(m) b h−1(p))
⊆ g(L).
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The latter inclusion follows from m h(b) p ∈ F .
Case b. Let m = q . We show st ∈ T . We have
st = ∈ g(h−1(q)) b#q+|Q|+1−#m g(h−1(p))
⊆ g(M=A) b|Q|+1+#q−#m g(M=A).
Every trace in g(M=A) contains every letter of A and thus in particular the letter a. Hence, we
have
πa,b(g(M=A)) ⊆
{
a, b|Q|+1
}∗
a
{
b|Q|+1
}∗ = {b|Q|+1}∗a{a, b|Q|+1}∗.
Now, we consider πa,b(st).
πa,b(st) ∈ πa,b(g(M=A))πa,b
(
b|Q|+1+#q−#m
)
πa,b(g(M=A))
⊆ {a, b|Q|+1}∗a{b|Q|+1}∗ b|Q|+1+#q−#m {b|Q|+1}∗a{a, b|Q|+1}∗
⊆ {a, b}∗a{b|Q|+1}∗ b|Q|+1+#q−#m a{a, b}∗
Then, st ∈ T follows from #m = #q and st ∈M=A.
(3) By (2), we have L2L1\T ⊆ g(L). We show g(L) ⊆ L2L1\T . By (1), it suff ces to show g(L) ⊆
L2L1. Let t ∈ L . We show g(t) ∈ L2L1. Because L ⊆ M=AbM=A, we have t = rbs for some
r, s ∈M=A. Let q = h(r ) and p = h(s). We have α(q) = α(p) = A. By t ∈ L , we have q h(b) p ∈ F .
We have
g(t)= g(rbs) ∈ g(h−1(q)) b#q b|Q|+1−#q g(h−1(p))⊆ L2L1.
(4) Note that πa,b(M) = {a, b}∗ and consider the def nition of T .
We easily obtain πa,b(M T M) = πa,b(T ).
As already mentioned, L1L2 ∪ bT b plays the role of the language L ′, above. We have (L1L2 ∪ bT b)
⊆ M=Ab. Further, we can construct an automaton for L1L2 ∪ bT b from automata for L1, L2, and T .
The following lemma shows the connection between L1L2 ∪ bT b and g(L). In combination with
Lemma 4.6, the proof of Proposition 4.5 will be immediate.
LEMMA 4.8. The language g(L) has the FPP iff (L1L2 ∪ bT b) has the FPP.
Proof. . . . ⇐ . . . Let k ∈ N with (L1L2 ∪ bT b)∗ =
(
L1L2 ∪ bT b
)0,...,k
. Let n > 1 be arbitrary
g(L)n = (L2L1\T )n (cf. Lemma 4.7 (3))
⊆ (L2L1)n
= L2(L1L2)n−1L1
⊆ L2(L1L2 ∪ bT b)n−1L1
⊆ L2(L1L2 ∪ bT b)0,...,k L1
⊆ L2(L1L2)0,...,k L1 ∪ T
(cf. Lemma 4.7 (4))
We have g(L)n = g(Ln) ⊆ g(M). By Lemma 4.7 (1), g(L)n ∩ T = ∅. Consequently,
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g(L)n ⊆ L2(L1L2)0,...,k L1
= (L2L1)1,...,k+1
⊆ (g(L) ∪ T )1,...,k+1
(cf. Lemma 4.7 (2))
= g(L)1,...,k+1 ∪ T .
(cf. Lemma 4.7 (4))
Once again,we apply g(L)n∩T = ∅ and obtain g(L)n ⊆ g(L)1,...,k+1. Because n > 1 is chosen arbitrarily,
we have g(L)∗ = g(L)0,...,k+1, so g(L) has the FPP.
. . . ⇒ . . . Let k ∈ N with g(L)∗ = g(L)0,...,k . At f rst, note that
(L1L2 ∪ bT b)∗ bT b (L1L2 ∪ bT b )∗ ⊆ bT b
as a conclusion from Lemma 4.7 (4). To show that L1L2 ∪ bT b has the FPP, it suff ces to show
(L1L2)n ⊆ (L1L2 ∪ bT b)1,...,k+1 for every n > 1. We have
(L1L2)n = L1(L2L1)n−1L2
⊆ L1(g(L) ∪ T )n−1L2
(cf. Lemma 4.7 (2))
⊆ L1(g(L))n−1L2 ∪ bT b
(cf. Lemma 4.7 (4))
⊆ L1(g(L))1,...,k L2 ∪ bT b
⊆ L1(L2L1)1,...,k L2 ∪ bT b
(cf. Lemma 4.7 (3))
⊆ (L1L2)2,...,k+1 ∪ bT b
⊆ (L1L2 ∪ bT b)1,...,k+1.
Now, it is an easy exercise to prove Proposition 4.5.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. As already mentioned, the proposition is obvious if there is no letter
a ∈ A with aDb.
So choose some a ∈ A with aDb. Let L = L(A). To determine whether L has the FPP, we construct
an automaton A′ for L1L2 ∪ bT b. By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8, L has the FPP iff L1L2 ∪ bT b has the FPP.
We can decide the latter condition, because (L1L2 ∪ bT b) ⊆M=Ab.
Remark 4.9. If L is aperiodic, then g(L) and L1L2 ∪ bT b are not necessarily aperiodic. Thus, we
cannot show the main results of Section 4 for the class of aperiodic recognizable trace languages.
4.3. One More Reduction
In this section, we show the following reduction:
PROPOSITION 4.10. LetM be the trace monoid over a dependence alphabet (A, D) and b ∈ A. If the
FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(M) with L ⊆M=AbM=A, then the FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(M)
with L ⊆M=A.
The following easy lemma almost proves Proposition 4.10. Recall that L3,4,5 = L3 ∪ L4 ∪ L5.
LEMMA 4.11. Let L be some subset of some arbitrary monoid M. The set L has the FPP iff L3,4,5
has the FPP.
Proof. At f rst, note that the closure of the set {3, 4, 5} under addition of integers yields the set
{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, . . . }.
. . . ⇐ . . . Let k ∈ N such that(L3,4,5)∗ = (L3,4,5)0,...,k . We have
L∗ = L1,2 ∪ (L3,4,5)∗ = L1,2 ∪ (L3,4,5)0,...,k ⊆ L0,...,5k ;
i.e., L∗ = L0,...,5k . Hence, L has the FPP.
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. . . ⇒ . . . Let k ∈ N such that L∗ = L0,...,k . We have
(L3,4,5)+ = L3L∗ = L3L0,...,k = L3,...,k+3 ⊆ (L3,4,5)1,...,k+3;
i.e., we have (L3,4,5)∗ = (L3,4,5)0,...,k+3. Hence, L3,4,5 has the FPP.
Proof of Proposition 4.10. Let L ∈ REC(M) be some language with L ⊆M=A. We can effectively
construct an automaton for L3,4,5 from an automaton for L , and we have L3,4,5 ⊆M=AbM=A. Hence,
we can decide whether L3,4,5 has the FPP and apply Lemma 4.11.
4.4. Completion of the Proof
We summarize the results from Sections 4.1 to 4.3.
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let (A, D) be a dependence alphabet with letters a, b, c ∈ A such that aDb,
bDc, but ¬ aDc. Let D′ = D ∪ {(a, c), (c, a)}. If the FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(M(A, D′)) with
L ⊆M(A, D′)=A, then the FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(M(A, D)) with L ⊆M(A, D)=A.
Proof. Let the FPP be decidable for L ∈REC(M(A, D′)) with L ⊆M(A, D′)=A. By
Proposition 4.1 (2), the FPP is decidable for languages L ∈ REC(M(A, D)) with L ⊆ M(A, D)=Ab.
By Proposition 4.5, the FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(M(A, D)) with L ⊆M(A, D)=AbM(A, D)=A.
By Proposition 4.10, the FPP is decidable for L ∈ REC(M(A, D)) with L ⊆M(A, D)=A.
THEOREM 4.13. Let (A, D) be some dependence alphabet. If the FPP is decidable for languages
L ∈ REC(M(A, trD)) with L ⊆M(A, trD)=A, then the FPP is also decidable for L ∈ REC(M(A, D))
with L ⊆M(A, D)=A.
Proof. We apply Proposition 4.12 inductively.
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